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Squeezed light from a coherently pumped four-level laser
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We calculate the amplitude squeezing in the output of a coherently pumped four-level laser and com-
pare it with that from a similar incoherently pumped laser. We find that squeezing may be considerably
enhanced by pumping with coherent light. The squeezing in both types of laser is explained by a simple
statistical model.

PACS number(s): 42.50.Dv, 42.55.Bi

Recently Khazanov, Koganov and Gordov [1], Ralph
and Savage [2], and Ritsch et al [3] h. ave shown that
multilevel lasers are intrinsically less noisy than standard
"two-level" lasers, under certain conditions. This can
lead to sub-Poissonian photon statistics in the output
light. The novel physics is the suppression of pump noise
in the lasing levels by the level structure of the laser
medium itself, rather than by an externally imposed regu-
larization. Previously, sub-Poissonian output had only
been predicted for lasers in which a regular pumping
mechanism reduced the population Auctuations in the
lasing levels [4]. Various schemes have been proposed to
achieve this regular pumping [4—8]. Sub-Poissonian pho-
ton statistics have been measured in diode lasers with
sub-shot-noise pump current [9—11].

We introduce the following terminology. "Pump cy-
cle" refers to the sequence of levels involved in an elec-
tron moving from the lower lasing level to the upper las-
ing level, while "pump" refers to the actual energy ab-
sorbing transition. The basic requirement for sub-
Poissonian output, without regular pumping, is a pump
cycle containing at least two steps with approximately
equal rates. One of these steps may be the pump itself.
Any other rates must be faster. Standard laser models do
not meet this requirement. The two-level laser has only
one step in the pump cycle. Multilevel treatments rou-
tinely assume the pump rate is much slower than all oth-
er rates [12,13]. Many lasers operate in regimes in which
the two-level approximation or the slow pump rate as-
sumption is appropriate. However, we see no fundamen-
tal reason why lasers could not be built which operate in
regimes meeting the preceding requirement for squeezing.

In this paper, we calculate the squeezing spectra of two
types of four-level lasers modeled by master equations.
One is pumped by another laser (coherently pumped),
while the second is pumped by some other mechanism
such as electrical discharge or thermal light (incoherently
pumped). We explore their characteristics and show that
greater squeezing can occur in the coherently pumped
case. We discuss the physical mechanism of noise
suppression using a simple model. We find excellent
agreement between the predictions of the simple model
and those of the full master equation.

The atomic level scheme we have analyzed is depicted

N
Hcp=ih'E g (o,4„—o,+4„).

p=l
(2)

Following standard techniques [12,14] we couple the
atoms and cavity to reservoirs and derive a master equa-
tion for the reduced density operator p of the atoms and
cavity. Included in our laser model are atomic spontane-
ous emission from level ~4) to level 3), from level ~3) to
level 2), and from level ~2) to level
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the level structure considered.
Pumping is either incoherent at rate I or coherent with field

strength proportional to E.

in Fig. 1. It is a coherently (I =-0) or incoherently
(E =0) pumped four-level system. Our model consists of
X of these four-level atoms interacting with a single opti-
cal ring cavity mode via the resonant Jaynes-Cummings
Hamiltonian

N
A'ic =i fig g (a o z~„—a o z~„),

p=1

where carets indicate operators, g is the dipole coupling
strength between an atom and the cavity, p labels the
difterent atoms, 8 and & are the cavity mode annihilation
and creation operators, and o; „and&,+"„arethe Hermi-
tian conjugate lowering and raising operators between
levels ~i ) and

~j) for the p, th atom. The field phase fac-
tors have been absorbed into the definition of the atomic
operators. The coherent pump is described by a resonant
classical field interacting with the atoms via the Hamil-
tonian
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and @12, respectively. Note that @23 is the rate of spon-
taneous decay into modes other than the laser mode. In-
coherent pumping from level ~1) to level ~4) occurs at
rate I, and the cavity damping rate is 2~. The resulting
interaction picture master equation is

8 1 ~ ~ 1
[03c Pl+ . [~cP Pt

+ —,'(rLt +y L +y, L, +y L )p

+ z( 2d pd aa—
p pd —d ),

N

LijP g (2+ijyP~ij p +ijpP ij iJP P~ij p~ij, u )
@=1

N
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(4)

by introducing the normally ordered characteristic func-
tion

This operator master equation is equivalent to a c-
number Fokker-Planck equation for the positive I' repre-
sentation of Drummond and Gardiner [15]. A
correspondence is defined between c numbers and opera-
tors

~+ W+X= exp(iA 17 24)exp(1~16 12 )exp(i~is J34 )exp(i~l4J13 )exp(i~13J23 )exp(1~12 14)

X exp( 1 ~i 1J4 )exp( 1 ~ ioJ3 )exp( i ~9J2 )exp( 1 ~sJ14 )exp( Q 7 23 )exp(14J13 )

X exp(iA~J34)exp(ii4J, 2)exp(ii3J24)exp(ii(2& )exp(ii, ,d ) .

We define a P representation in seventeen-dimensional
complex phase space by

P(a)= J 8 A, 8 A, ,7e
' ' Tr(yp),

+ +a=(a„a2,. . . , a,7) =(a,a, J24, . . . , J,2,J24) .

Hence

describe the quantum fluctuations. If the noise terms are
ignored we obtain the following semiclassical equations
of motion:

a=gJ„—~a,
+J,2=EJ24+ga J,3

—
—,'(I +y,2)J,2,

J13 =EJ34 —gJ12a —,'(r+ y23 13

J14=E(J, J, )
—

—,'(r+y„)—J„,
p(a) = $2' . . . (12/

1 17

Equation (7) can be expanded using Eqs. (3) and (5) to ob-
tain a partial difFerential equation containing derivatives
of infinite order in the atomic populations. Adopting the
following standard scaling of the variables and dipole
coupling constant with the number of atoms:

e=oX', J, =J X, J, =J N, g=gX

J» =g(J3 —J2)a —
—,'(y23+y») 23

J34 EJ13 gJ24a 2( Y23+ Y34)J34
+

+J2 g(J23a +J23a)+ Y23J3 y12J2

+J3 g(J23a +J23a)+ Y34J4 y23J3

J4 = «J14+J14)+—rJl y34J4—

(9)

where a tilde denotes a scaled quantity, reveals that the
terms containing derivatives of higher than second order
are negligible in the limit of many atoms [6,14,15]. This
scaling is appropriate well above threshold [6,13].

Truncating higher-order derivatives we obtain the
Fokker-Planck equation

P(a)= — A&(a)+ — — D&&(a) P(a) .a i v a
Bt Bo,«2 Ba& Bcx&

(8)

Equation (8) is equivalent to a system of stochastic
differential equations [16]. These equations contain
deterministic terms obtained from the drift vector A&(a)
as well as 6-correlated noise terms with zero mean. The
noise terms arise from the diffusion matrix D&&(a) and

Setting the derivatives in Eq. (9) to zero enables us to
solve for the semiclassical steady state. In Fig. 2 we have
plotted the semiclassical steady-state cavity photon num-
ber per atom versus the pumping rate for the coherent
and incoherent cases.

We now assume that the quantum fluctuations are
sufficiently small that we can treat them as linear pertur-
bations. We write the full solutions in the form

a=Ho+&0.'~ J"=J o+&J; ~ J J o+J
where o,'o JJ.o and J;.o are stable steady-state solutions to
Eq. (9). Note that the phases of the complex solutions are
undetermined; without loss of generality we take them to
be real. Fixing this phase limits the time for which our
approximation of small quantum fluctuations is valid.
This is because the laser phase di6'uses away from its ini-
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tial phase. Hence the spectral quantities we shall calcu-
late are not reliable for frequencies less than the laser
linewidth he@ =~/a0 cz0, which is very small.

The following linearized stochastic differential equa-
tion describes to first order the fluctuations in the field
and atomic variables:

O 10--

5a = —A 05a+ F(t),
dt

where
2-

5a=(5a, 5a, . . . , 5J24),

A ( ~.0
= —(8/Ba~)a~~

0. 5 1.5

and a& is the right-hand side of the corresponding Eq. (9).
The noise correlations are given by

(,F~(t)F~(t') ) =D~ ~.05(t t'), —

Dggo=D
0

The nonzero terms of the linearized, symmetric, diffusion
matrix D,. ..0 are

D9, 9;0 2gJ23;0+0+ V12~2;0+ V23~3;0

D10, 10;0 +J23;0+0+734J4;0+ V23J3;0

FIG. 2. Semiclassical cavity photon number per atom cz0a0
vs pump rate for the incoherently pumped (dashed line) and
coherently pumped (solid line) lasers. For the incoherently
pumped case P = I and for the coherently pumped case P =E.
Parameters in units of y» are y23 10, @34 0.5, g = 1,
a =0.01.

trum is given by [17]

V(X, co) = I+2v[S,2(co)+S2, (co)+S„(01)+S22(01)],

(12)

D 5, 16;0 D4, 15;0 D 3, 14;0 D6, 17;0 E~23;0

5, 14;0 6, 15;0 (J3;0 Jl;0)+) 23J14;0

where the spectral matrix S(co) is given by

S(co ) = ( A 0 i coI) —'Do( A 0 +i coI) (13)

D .o = —2EJ14.0+ I ~2;0+ V23J3;0

6, 14;0 2EJ14;0+(~+) 23)J3;0

12, 12;0 2EJ14 0

D8, 8;0
=2&J14;0+7 34J4;0 ~

11,11;0 2E~14;0+~~1;0+734~4;0

D3, 16;0 D4, 17;0 E(J2;0 J1;0)

D13,13;0 D7, 7;0 2gJ23;0~0

D 10,9;0 2g~23;00 V23J3;0

D10, 11;0 734J4;0

D3, 17;0 V 12~4;0 +~J1;0

D7, 13;0 V12~3;0+ V23~4;0

9 7'0 D9 13 0 V12~23 0

and the laser cavity is assumed to be one sided. In Fig. 3
we plot the amplitude spectral variance at the zero-
frequency local minimum (or maximum) as a function of
pump rate for the coherent and incoherent cases. The
full spectra are approximately Lorentzians (in the region
shown) with linewidths corresponding to that of the laser
cavity. Closer to threshold non-Lorentzian spectra are
found.
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D5, 15;0 V23~4;0+ ~J1;0

D6, 16;0 D4, 14;0 ~J23;0
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D8, 12;o I (J1;0+J4, 0) .

The amplitude squeezing spectrum is defined by [17]

V(X,01)= f e' '(X(t+r), X'(t))dr,

where X(t)=a,„,(t)+a,„,(t) is the quadrature phase am-
plitude of the cavity output field and
( c,b ) = ( cb ) —( c ) ( b ) . The amplitude squeezing spec-

FIG. 3. The amplitude squeezing spectral variance
V;„=V(X, co = 10 y» ) vs pump rate for the incoherently
pumped (dashed line) and coherently pumped (solid line) lasers
(the variance is undefined at exactly ~=0 due to phase
dN'usion). For the incoherently pumped case P = I and for the
coherently pumped case P =E. A coherent state has
V(X,co) = 1, while perfect squeezing has V(X,co) =0. Parame-
ters are the same as for Fig 2.
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Parameters have been chosen to show maximum
squeezing. V;„=0is perfect squeezing and V;„=1is
the coherent-state spectral variance. The incoherently
pumped case has a minimum spectral variance of 0.33
when I =y34 0.5y&2. The coherently pumped case has
a minimum of 0.2 when VSE=y&4=0. 5y&2. The best
squeezing is found in the coherent case, but the in-
coherent case has better squeezing for larger pump rates.

The amplitude squeezing spectrum from a laser can be
observed by direct photodetection, as has been done in
the laser diode squeezing experiments [9—11]. As long as
the squeezing is small the classical amplitude of the laser
light Q.o acts like an in-phase local oscillator for the quan-
tum fluctuations, and the amplitude squeezing spectrum
is equivalent to the intensity fluctuation spectrum. This
follows from a calculation of the intensity Auctuation
spectrum using the approximation & =cxo+M, ao real:

( R„n)'= ( ( ao+ 5&, )(ao+ 5a, ), ( ao+ M )(ao+ M ) )

= ((ao+ ao5X, +M, 5&, ), (a~+ a05X+ M 5a ) )

=ao( 5X„5X) +O(ao),

where we have used a subscript ~ to indicate quantities to
be evaluated at time t +~.

The three-level limit can be approached by adjusting
the spontaneous decay rates. In the incoherent case, if

34 is made much faster than y, 2, we move towards the
three-level results of our previous paper [2], where the
minimum spectral variance was D.S. However, if y34 is
made much slower than y, 2, then it is the bottom level
that is effectively removed giving the model by Khaza-
nov, Koganov, and Gordov [1]. The minimum variance
is again 0.5. The coherent case is quite different. If a fast
decay precedes the coherent transition (y,z))y~4), then
the minimum variance increases slightly to 0.25. If, how-
ever, the fast decay follows the coherent pump
( y34 ))y, 2 ), then the minimum variance increases
significantly to 0.5. If the coherent pump is to have an
advantage it must immediately precede a decay that is as
slow or slower than all other decays in the pump cycle.

In order to understand the physics of these lasers we
will now present a simple model which produces results
in agreement with those of the complete model just dis-
cussed. First we relate the variance in the time the pump
cycle takes to place an electron in the upper lasing level
of an individual atom to the photon number variance of
the output. We assume the laser is well above threshold
and has a strong enough dipole coupling that the lasing
transition time can be considered to have zero variance
[8]. Also we assume there is no spontaneous emission out
of the upper lasing level, so every time the pump cycle
places an electron in the upper lasing level a laser photon
is emitted. The mean number of photons n leaving the
cavity in a time T, which is long compared to the cavity
lifetime, is thus given by n =X(T/t ) where t is the mean
time it takes for the electron to arrive in the upper lasing
level. The standard deviations in n and t are hence relat-
ed by

2

where we have assumed the number of atoms N is con-
stant over the time T. The standard deviation in the
mean of n arrival times ht is related to the standard devi-
ation of one arrival time ht by

(16)

Using this in Eq. (15) the spectral variance at zero fre-
quency V;„is given by

V;„=An At

n (r)
where the approximate equality holds if the squeezing is
not too large. Now we relate At and t to atomic parame-
ters.

In a three-level laser the pump cycle has two steps: a
spontaneous decay from the lower lasing level at rate y
and a pump from the ground state to the upper lasing
level at rate I . In the absence of the lasing transition the
mean arrival time in the upper lasing level would be
1/y+1/I. With the lasing transition present the elec-
tron oscillates between the upper and lower lasing levels.
It is only available to decay out of the lower lasing level a
fraction of the time. If the dipole coupling is strong the
populations of the upper and lower lasing levels will be
approximately equal above threshold. This implies the
electron is only available to decay out of the lower lasing
level for half the time and the eQectiue decay rate is
y'=0. 5y. Thus t =2/y+1/j. ". Using the standard rules
for adding independent noises we obtain
bt=[(2/y) +(1/I ) ]'~ and thus from Eq. (17)

(2/yl ) +(1/yi) + . +(1/y„)+(1/I )

(2/y +1/y, + +1/y„+1/I )

(19)

where yL is the decay rate out of the lower lasing level, I
is the pump rate, and y &

. - y, are the rates of the other
steps in the pump cycle. The rates are matched for op-
timum noise reduction when I =y &

= =y„=0.Sy I .
The minimum value of V;„is then 1/(r +2). This result
for matched rates was reported by Ritsch et al. [3]. The
multistep pump cycle is "quieter" than the single-step
pump due to the independence of the noise introduced in
each step [2].

Agreement between the preceding simple model and
that based on the master equation is excellent. A graph
of Eq. (19) with r = 1 is identical to the incoherent plot on

(2/y) +(1/I )

(2/y+1/I )

V;„depends, for a given y, on the pump rate. A
minimum value of 0.5 (50% squeezing) occurs when
I =0.5y in agreement with the results of our previous
paper [2]. This result is readily generalized to multilevel
atoms. For an (r + 3)-level laser
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Fig. 3. We noted earlier that a slow pump rate leads to
Poissonian statistics. As I —+0 in Eq. (19) V;„~l.
Conversely the terms associated with very fast rates tend
to zero and become unimportant. Figure 3 is plotted for
a scaled dipole coupling strength of g =y12. This is con-
sistent with the assumptions of our simple model. The
assumption that the effective decay is Poissonian breaks
down with smaller g, as the variance of the laser transi-
tion itself becomes important. For g (0. 15&12 the
squeezing is destroyed.

The above discussion concerned incoherently pumped
lasers. If the pump cycle contains a coherent step we
must solve for its dynamics explicitly. The pump cycle of
our coherently pumped four-level laser has three steps.
The middle step is coherently driven. The first step has
an e+ectiue decay rate of 0.5y, 2 and the third step has de-
cay rate y34 A master equation for the pump cycle gives
the following system of linear differential equations:

+2 0 F122 1 E~14 + '5V12+2

A T4c +~ 14c F344c & 3c ~344c

~i4. —(~4. o I. )E o 5)'34o I4. .

(20)

o.;, is the population expectation value for the ith level of
the atom. u, 4, is the expectation value of the coherence
between the coherently pumped levels. For simplicity we
assume the incoherent rates are matched, i.e.,
0 5f 12 f34 y . Solving the differeniial equations we
find the probability of an electron being in the upper las-
ing level at time t if originally in the lower lasing level is

—y~/2

o3, =1+e ~'+[32E y(e '+e —n')]
40

(21)

where Q=(y —16E )' /2%0. Q becomes imaginary
when 4E) y and the fourth term becomes oscillatory
with frequency ~Q~. The mean arrival time and arrival
time variance of the pump cycle are given by

r= f t o3,dt, b, t =gt o3,dt t-
p 00

(22)

These integrals may be evaluated and V;„calculated' for
various values of E. Once again there is good agreement
between the simple and rigorous models. The minirnurn
value is found when ~Q~, equals y/2.

As F. becomes large so does ~Q, producing rapid oscil-
lations in the coherently pumped levels. As for the lasing
transition only half the population is available for spon-
taneous decay out of level ~4). The efFective value of y3~
is halved and is no longer matched with y, 2. This is why
the coherent pump squeezing is not as good as with the
incoherent pump for high pump rates. If a fast decay
precedes the coherent transition, then the pump tends to
a two-step cycle (coherent~incoherent). The removal of

1.5

0. 9--

12

FIG. 4. The amplitude-squeezing spectral variance
V;„=V{X,co = 10 y») vs pump rate for the incoherently
pumped (dashed line) and coherently pumped {solid line) lasers.
For the incoherently pumped case P = I and for the coherently
pumped case P =E. Parameters in units of y» are the same as
for Fig. 2 except y23 0.3.

We acknowledge discussions with Mare Levenson and
Jim Cresser. This work was supported by the Australian
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a level increases V;„slightly to 0.25. If, however, the
fast decay follows the coherent pump, then the pump be-
comes overdarnped and the combination starts to behave
like one incoherent step. Hence we move towards the in-
coherent three-level case and V;„increases to 0.5.

So far we have ignored noise sources other than those
produced by the pump cycle. Technical noise may arise
in various ways from the pump or the cavity. This must
be brought as close as possible to the quantum limit if
squeezing is to be observed. Also, spontaneous emission
from the upper lasing level out of the cavity adds noise to
the output light. In Fig. 4 we show the effect of introduc-
ing such noise y23=0. 3@12 on the two models. The
coherent is more robust, showing some squeezing when
the incoherent case has become exclusively super-
Poissonian. It is interesting to note that the characteris-
tic dip due to matched rates is still present when the pho-
ton statistics remain super-Poissonian. This suggests a
classical analog of the squeezing effect may be observable
in non-quantum-noise limited lasers. Notice also that the
positioning of the dip gives a measure of the rate of the
dominant decay in the pump cycle.

In summary, we have shown that a coherently pumped
multilevel laser with matched rates can produce
significantly better squeezing than an equivalent in-
coherently pumped laser. With a simple model we ex-
plained the mechanism of the noise suppression in both
the coherently and incoherently pumped lasers. The sim-
ple model gives accurate predictions in the regime of in-
terest. Finally, we note that the pump noise suppression
mechanism may be operative even in non-quantum-
noise-limited lasers.
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